
Join the first Walk the Night challenge and raise funds to 
support people affected by breast and prostate cancers. 
Walk a full or half marathon through London at night on 
this amazing new challenge.

TO TAKE PART YOU NEED TO PAY A REGISTRATION FEE OF £45 AND RAISE MINIMUM SPONSORSHIP OF £199
Registered Charity No’s: Breast Cancer Care: 1017658/SC038104 and Prostate Cancer UK: 1005541/SC039332.
Walk the Night is established under Giving Works. Registered Charity No: 1078770

For more information and to register online:

www.dream-challenges.com
01590 646410   events@dream-challenges.com

Walk the Night UK (@WTNUK) WalkTheNight@Dream Challenges @Dream_Challenges
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Join the first Walk the Night Challenge
Join the first Walk the Night challenge and raise funds to support people  
affected by breast and prostate cancers. It is hoped that thousands of men and women 
from across the UK will unite against cancer and Walk the Night on Saturday 14th July 
2018 on this very exciting new challenge.

The challenge is on to walk a marathon (26.2 miles) or a half marathon (13.1 miles) 
throughout the night on a circular route starting and finishing near the iconic King’s 
Cross station. The route will take you around London past many famous landmarks 
including Westminster Abbey, Trafalgar Square, Buckingham Palace and many more!

The friendship and camaraderie along the way will be special as people from all walks of 
life come together to do something amazing.

Funds raised by Walk the Night will support the fantastic work of  
Breast Cancer Care and Prostate Cancer UK.

Places for this exciting new challenge are limited so please register now to avoid missing out.

www.dream-challenges.com
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Your questions  
answered Part 1

How does it work?
To take part in the first Walk the Night you are 
required to pay a non-refundable registration fee 
of £45. You must also raise minimum funds of £199 
for the Walk the Night charities. Your charitable 
funds must be paid in by Friday 8 June 2018 to 
confirm you on the event. In return we provide a 
fully signposted route, marshals, water and snack 
stops, high-viz vest, medal and first aid support etc.  
The more money raised by participants on the 
challenge the higher the percentage of funds that 
directly support the work of the charities. You are 
therefore encouraged to exceed the minimum 
fundraising target.

Where does the event start and finish?
We are very excited to announce an amazing 
location for Walk the Night! The event will start 
and finish at the iconic King’s Cross, Granary 
Square. This magnificent public square is at the 
heart of King’s Cross and has been built where 
barges once unloaded their goods. The square is 
animated with over 1,000 choreographed fountains 
– each individually controlled and lit, there will be 
some amazing photo opportunities in this space! 
Granary Square is home to many fantastic places 
to eat and drink where you can relax before you 
embark on your challenge.

What transport is there to and from the 
event? 
There are two train stations within a 2-minute 
walk from Granary Square: London King’s Cross 
and London St Pancras International. When you 
come out of the stations walk up King’s Boulevard 
to Granary Square, where you will see signs for 
‘Walk the Night’. 

Can I drive to the event? 
We do not advise that you bring your car to 
London. There are car parks near to King’s Cross 
but due to the central location they are likely to be 
expensive. 

When does the event start? 
The event officially opens to participants at 5.30pm 
on Saturday 14 July 2018. Check in will be open 
from 5:30pm-7:30pm. To check in you need your 
specific event QR code, this will be emailed to you 
a few weeks before the event. The first start wave 
will be at 8pm and the last start wave will be at 
9:30pm. 

How long will Walk the Night take me? 
We estimate the half marathon would take 
someone with an average fitness level 4-6 hours 
and the full marathon 8-10 hours. 
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Your questions  
answered Part 2

What time does Walk the Night finish?
The cut off time is 9am on Sunday morning but no 
one will be left behind as we will have a support bus 
behind the last group of walkers. 

How fit do I need to be?
Walking a marathon (26.2 miles) or a half marathon 
(13.1 miles) at night is a challenge but something 
that is definitely achievable with a reasonable 
amount of training. A number of the men and 
women who will take part in this exciting challenge 
will have little or no fitness level when they sign up. 
Walk the Night is the perfect motivation to train 
and get fit, all whilst raising funds for two amazing 
charities. Please be prepared for your challenge and 
try to do some long practice walks in your walking 
footwear before the event. 

What is the minimum age limit? 
You must be at least 18 years old to take part in 
Walk the Night unless given permission by the 
event organisers.

Is there any Compulsory Event Clothing? 
All participants will be given a High-Vis vest when 
they check in for the event. This Walk the Night 
High-Vis jacket must be worn throughout the event.

Will there be a Walk the Night Event App? 
We have an exciting Walk the Night Event App 
that will give you all the information you need and 
enables your supporters to track your progress on 
the route. You will be able to download this as we 
get closer to the event. We will send you details 
about this before the event.

Will there be Entertainment? 
Yes! We have an event stage where music, speeches 
and warm ups will be hosted. You will be able to 
interact with the music from the start line area as 
you set off on your Walk the Night challenge. We 
encourage you to relax and soak up the summer 
vibe whilst making some new friends before you 
are called to your start area. 

What do I need to bring with me?
You should bring comfortable clothing and sensible 
walking footwear – please make sure you wear 
your footwear to train in so they are broken in. 
In the middle of the summer you may need a 
layer to keep warm or perhaps a rain coat for our 
unpredictable summers. Please see the Walk the 
Night merchandise shop to purchase your bespoke 
event kit – be challenge ready! Although London is 
well lit, you may wish to bring a head torch or other 
creative lighting! Let us see you all through  
the night! 
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Your questions  
answered Part 3

Are there rest stops along the route? 
We do have a number of rest stops providing 
drinks, refreshments and toilets along the 
route. We would advise you use these for a quick 
convenience break and to take on some energy. 
It is not advisable to stay at the rest stops for a 
prolonged amount of time as this could cause your 
muscles to seize up, making the onward challenge 
harder for you to complete. 

Can I walk on my own?
As London can be a busy place on a Saturday night 
it is vital that you walk in groups of 3 or more 
through the city. Individual walkers are advised to 
meet with other individual walkers and join forces 
to keep each other safe.  
We also have Walk the Night Walking Buddies 
- if you would like to walk with one of our Walk 
Buddies they will be located at the individual 
walkers meeting place and will leave with each 
starting wave. The route will take place on open 
pavements, therefore please be aware  
of other pedestrians using the space. 

Can I run the challenge instead?
No. Walk the Night is a walking challenge and due 
to safety regulations running is not permitted. All 
marshals on the route are instructed to report any 
participants running and to advise them that this is 
a walking only challenge.

Will there be somewhere to change or 
shower? 
We do not have any showers or change facilities 
at the start/finish venue. Therefore please arrive 
ready in your challenge attire. 

Will there be Medical support on the 
night? 
We have a designated team of medical professionals 
and doctors working solely for this challenge. You 
will be provided with these details before the event.

How do I pay my sponsorship money in? 
You are encouraged to pay all funds in via Just 
Giving. We will also accept cheques and CAF 
vouchers payable to Walk the Night. You must pay 
in £199 (excluding gift aid) by Friday 8 June 2018 to 
be confirmed on the challenge. Please note offline 
pledges on your Just Giving page will not count. 

Does the minimum sponsorship target 
include Gift Aid? 
No the minimum sponsorship target does not 
include Gift Aid.

How do I sign up?

To register please visit: 
www.dream-challenges.com
Please note places are limited for the first 
year of this exciting new challenge and 
expected to go very quickly. Please register 
today to avoid missing out.
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Breast Cancer Care
Every 10 minutes, someone in the UK is told the 

devastating news that they have breast cancer. It’s the 

most common cancer affecting women in the UK today, 

not to mention one of the fastest growing.  

And when you’ve been diagnosed with breast cancer, 

every bit of your life can change forever. 

Breast Cancer Care is the only specialist UK-wide charity 
providing care, support and information for anyone 
affected by breast cancer. They understand the emotions, 
challenges and decisions people face every day. From the 
moment someone notices something isn’t right, through 
their treatment and beyond, Breast Cancer Care will be 
there.

Hedwig's story
Hedwig Hegtermans had just turned 50 when she was given 
the news that she had breast cancer. Here Hedwig tells her 
story and how Breast Cancer Care supported her from day one.

‘I was completely shocked. The doctor recommended that I 
should have a mastectomy, chemotherapy and radiotherapy, 
 as well as hormone treatments. It was a lot to take in.

‘My breast care nurse introduced me to a couple of Breast 
Cancer Care’s booklets; I then went on their website and 
ordered all the booklets that were relevant to me. Having 
reliable information, written in an understandable way, was 
a life-saver. If I compare my breast cancer experience to a 
journey, then Breast Cancer Care gave me the road map.

‘For more than a year your life is geared around treatment 
– you’re living from hospital appointment to hospital 
appointment. Then when that’s finished you have to put your 
life back together. 

‘My first step to achieve this was joining a Breast Cancer Care 
Moving Forward course, which helps people adjust to life after 
treatment. It was so helpful. When treatment finishes, you can 

feel lost as to where to go with 
worries or questions. During 
this course, Breast Cancer Care 
provided me with the tools 
and the reliable information 
I needed. At the same time, 
meeting other women in the 
same situation was very helpful.

‘After all this, I wanted to give 
something back to the charity 
that made such a difference to 
how I coped with my diagnosis and treatment. So I contacted 
Breast Cancer Care and trained as a volunteer for the Someone 
Like Me service and Moving Forward courses. It can be difficult 
to recognise that you move forward, because it happens 
gradually. But when I’m talking about my experiences and 
listening to the women on the course, I realise that I have 
moved forward quite a bit.’

Breast Cancer Care want to keep their essential services free 
for the many more people like Hedwig who will need them in 
the future. But they can’t do this without the help of amazing 
people like you.

Why take part?
Funds raised by Walk the Night will support the work of two very special charities.

* £40 could allow people with breast cancer to 
 receive immediate free support from a specialist  
 nurse on our Live Chat.

* £100 could give women with breast cancer  
 somewhere to turn after their treatment, by  
 funding a facilitator on a Moving Forward course  
 for four hours.

* £150 could help five people with breast cancer get 
 the vital answers they need right now by calling our 
 free Helpline.

* £350 could provide a lifeline to people diagnosed 
 with breast cancer by stocking our invaluable  
 resources at a local breast clinic.

The money you raise can change lives

For more information visit www.breastcancercare.org.uk
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Prostate Cancer UK
Every year more than 11,000 men die from  

prostate cancer in the UK – that’s more than one  

man every hour.

Prostate Cancer UK has a simple ambition – to stop 

men dying from prostate cancer. Through shifting 

the science over the next 10 years to focus on radical 

improvements in diagnosis, treatment, prevention, and 

support, we will stop prostate cancer being a killer.

We work closely with researchers to make sure that only 
the projects expected to make the biggest difference to 
men are funded. Despite this, there are always viable 
proposals left on the table that we just can’t afford to 
fund. We need to increase the investment into prostate 
cancer research now, so that promising results in the 
laboratory can progress to saving men’s lives. 

By joining our team and walking with us you’ll be helping 
bring us one step closer to stopping prostate cancer 
being a killer.

Why take part?
Funds raised by Walk the Night will support the work of two very special charities.

Errol's story
“My connection with prostate cancer started in 2010. My 
wife was complaining about my snoring, so she made me an 
appointment with the doctor. I went to the doctor and whilst I 
sat in the reception waiting, I picked up a leaflet from Prostate 
Cancer UK. I read about the PSA test and thought I should 
probably have it done. I spoke to the receptionist to book an 
appointment to do the test but she said ‘Mr McKellar, the test 
only takes 10 minutes and we can do this now for you’. Little did 
I know that those 10 minutes were going to change the rest of 
my life.

Two weeks after, I got a call from my doctor who asked me 
to come back and do another blood test. I did the test, then a 

further two weeks after 
that I was asked to come in 
for a biopsy, followed by a 
scan. My doctor then sat me 
down and said my prostate 
was covered in cancer. I ran 
out of the room, went and 
sat in the car and I think 
the word ‘cancer’ hit me 
then. I just burst into tears. 
Fortunately my cancer was 
picked up early so now 
I’m determined to raise 
awareness of the disease.

Prostate cancer knocked me down, it didn’t knock me out.”

* £50 could pay for the analysis of 4 tissue samples 
 which could help clinicians decide which treatment 
  is most likely to work for each individual man, and 
 avoid unnecessary treatments.

* £300 could pay for 2 GP’s to attend a training day 
 on prostate cancer, so they can stay up to date on 
 all the latest information and best practise advice  
 on diagnosing and treating men in their area.

* £600 could allow a nurse or radiographer to do an 
 advanced MSc level study into prostate cancer care 
    giving them the skills they need to support men with 
  the disease. 

What your money could do:

For more information visit www.prostatecanceruk.org
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Conditions of entry
1. A non-refundable registration fee of £45 is required 
to participate in Walk the Night 2018. In addition you 
must raise a minimum of £199 in sponsorship money 
and donations for the charities, which must be paid in by 
Friday 8 June 2018. 

2. If you are unable to raise the minimum sponsorship 
money required you will forfeit your right to a place on 
the event or you may choose to make up the balance 
yourself. 

3. If you do not take up your place for any reason, you 
must inform Dream Challenges immediately. You must 
contact all of your sponsors to ask if they wish to make a 
donation or have their sponsorship money returned. 

4. It may be possible to transfer your place to another 
person or to next year for an admin fee of £15. Please 
contact the event organiser to arrange this. Transfers 
must be in place by four weeks before the event date. 

5. You must be at least 18 years old before Saturday 14th 
July 2018 to take part in Walk the Night unless given 
permission by the event organisers. 

6. The good reputation of the charities is paramount. You 
must agree to act lawfully and follow the fundraising 
guidelines laid out by the organisers of the event. 

7. Funds raised on Walk the Night cannot be transferred 
to or from other challenges. 

8. You are responsible for ensuring your contact and 
medical details are correct. 

9. You are responsible for ensuring that you are 
physically and mentally fit for the event. 

10. You must wear your completed specific challenge 
number on your front for the entirety of the event, and 
have easy access to this. 

11. You must wear the Walk the Night High-Vis jacket 
throughout the event in order to participate for safety 
reasons. 

12. You are responsible to get to and from the start/finish 
on time. 

13. You must adhere to the pedestrian highway code at 
all times. When crossing the road please us pedestrian 
crossings at all times and abide to the Walk the Night 
Traffic Control personnel in specific areas. 

14. Routes and venues may change and other alterations 
may occur which are beyond the control of Dream 
Challenges. 

15. Dream Challenges does have Public Liability 
insurance but you participate at your own risk and you 
are responsible for your personal safety at all times.
Dream Challenges or any other facilitator associated 
with Walk the Night cannot be responsible for any loss or 
damage however arising, or theft of personal belongings 
or for any injuries or illness that occur as a result of this 
event. 

16. If you decide to withdraw yourself from the event at 
any stage on the night of the challenge, you must contact 
our event Route Help Line immediately. 

17. Dream Challenges may, at their sole discretion, 
withdraw places on the event or stop individuals walking 
on the night of the challenge if they believe it is in the 
best interest of the charities to do so. 

18. Dream Challenges reserve the right to cancel or 
postpone the event for exceptional or unexpected 
circumstances. 

Walk the Night is managed by Dream Challenges on 
behalf of Breast Cancer Care: 1017658/SC038104 and 
Prostate Cancer UK: 1005541/SC039332. 

Walk the Night is established under Giving Works, 
Charity No. 1078770. Dream Challenges, Newcourt 
House, New Street, Lymington, SO41 9BQ. Company 
Registration No. 3615142.


